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ABSTRACT

The annual Educator Shortage Survey, conducted by the Illinois Association of Regional Superintendents of Schools, indicates that shortages of support personnel (e.g., school counselors, nurses, psychologists, social workers, and speech-language pathologists) were severe for the 2021-22 academic year. Districts are struggling to fill open positions in these areas throughout the state and at all grade levels. These positions provide much-needed support for students as schools respond to the impacts of COVID-19. Findings highlight the importance of strategic efforts that develop and retain a highly qualified and diverse educator workforce statewide.

CONTEXT

Teacher shortages encumber public school communities in Illinois and across the nation.⁴, ⁵, ⁶ District and school leadership have long struggled to hire teachers who are adequately qualified for open positions, often in specific content areas such as bilingual education, English as a second language, and special education.⁷, ⁸, ⁹ Unfortunately, staff shortages extend beyond teachers. They affect school support personnel, or support personnel for brevity, a category of specialized staff that includes school psychologists, social workers, and guidance counselors, among others.

Support personnel play a critical role within a school’s ecosystem by contributing to students’ cognitive, linguistic, and socioemotional development, physical and mental health, and overall well-being.¹⁰ Recent reports have shown that, during the COVID-19 pandemic, student outcomes ranging from mental health to learning have declined.¹¹, ¹², ¹³, ¹⁴, ¹⁵, ¹⁶ This research emphasizes the need for all students—especially students who represent historically marginalized communities—to have sufficient access to support personnel.

When support personnel positions are not filled in schools, teachers and administrators—many of whom are already experiencing increased levels of burnout and stress—often step in to help when possible.¹⁷, ¹⁸ Most teachers and administrators, however, lack the specialized training and knowledge support personnel bring to their school communities.

In this report, we examine current support personnel shortages in five areas: school counselor, school nurse, school psychologist, school social worker, and speech-language pathologist (SLP).¹⁹ The analysis is based on the Illinois Association of Regional Superintendents of Schools’ (IARSS) annual Educator Shortage Survey, which includes data on the unfilled (i.e., job openings that remain vacant) and underfilled (i.e., job openings occupied by under-qualified, substitute, or outsourced hires) support personnel positions that participating districts reported for the 2021-22 academic year (AY).²⁰
Current and historical Educator Shortage Survey data show that districts and schools are continuing to experience difficulty hiring qualified support personnel. Our goal with this report is to provide stakeholders, policymakers, leadership, and aspiring educators with information that can support decisions about which specializations and regions to prioritize and how to allocate resources.

**OUR APPROACH: TOTAL VERSUS PERCENTAGE**

We use the same methods in this report as in the Chronic Teacher Shortages series, analyzing support personnel positions in five areas: counselor, nurse, psychologist, social worker, and SLP. Continuing readers may skip ahead to the Results. We repeat the methods here for new readers.

In Fall 2021, 663 of 853 district superintendents (78% response rate) completed the annual IARSS 2021 Illinois Educator Shortage Survey, hence referred to as the Educator Shortage Survey. Responding districts are located across Illinois, but Chicago Public Schools is among those districts that did not participate.  

As part of the survey, district superintendents identified (1) the number and type of open positions they posted for the 2021-22 AY as well as (2) how those positions were filled, whether by a qualified hire, an under-qualified hire, a substitute, an outsourced hire, or if they were left vacant (i.e., an unfilled position). The Educator Shortage Survey defined an under-qualified hire as a licensed educator who is not endorsed for a specific area, such as a teacher with a Professional Educator License who is fulfilling the duties of a counselor. A substitute was defined as a long-term hire who is not a licensed educator, such as a substitute filling in for a parental leave. An outsourced hire was defined as a long-term hire who is provided by a third-party contractor, such as a district utilizing a staffing agency’s employees. For most of our analyses, we collapse under-qualified, substitute, and outsourced hires (i.e., underfilled positions) with unfilled positions and refer to this aggregated group as un/underfilled positions.

To understand how the existing teacher workforce may not meet the specific hiring demands of districts and schools in Fall 2021 for the 2021-22 AY, we measure open support personnel data—at the district level—in two ways:

1. For the open positions posted, the total number of un/underfilled positions in a specific area.
2. For the open positions posted, the percentage of un/underfilled positions in a specific area out of the total number of open positions posted for this area.

**RESULTS**

The Educator Shortage Survey indicates that of the 1,549 open support personnel positions responding districts were attempting to hire for the 2021-22 AY, 464 (30%) were reported un/underfilled. In fact, historical data reveal that shortages have existed—with fluctuation—in these areas dating back to the Educator Shortage Survey’s inaugural year during the 2017-18 AY. Here, we present on the following findings for the 2021-22 AY: (1) the magnitude of un/underfilled support personnel positions; (2) where the reported un/underfilled positions are geographically located; (3) the unmet demand for support personnel by grade band; and (4) the breakdown of un/underfilled positions by hiring method.
What Is the General Demand for Support Personnel?

All five support personnel areas are greatly impacted by staffing challenges due to high total numbers and percentages of un/underfilled positions (Figure 1): SLP (125 - total number un/underfilled, 34% - percentage un/underfilled), social worker (111, 25%), psychologist (107, 46%), nurse (81, 30%), and counselor (40, 17%). These data suggest that there is high demand in these areas, and districts are having difficulty finding qualified personnel.

Figure 1. Total number and percentage of support personnel positions reported un/underfilled compared to number and percentage of qualified hires.

Where Are Support Personnel Needed Geographically?

Similar to findings on teacher shortages, different pictures of support personnel shortages emerge based on the two measures utilized. Using total number of un/underfilled positions indicates greater severity in more densely populated areas (Figure 2), with the highest demand found in Cook County (110, 35%; please note that Chicago Public Schools did not participate). Using percentage of un/underfilled positions indicates greater severity in rural areas (Figure 3), particularly in the northwest, including Carroll (7, 100%) and Lee (1, 100%) counties; in central Illinois, including McDonough (3, 100%), Pike (2, 100%), Logan (6, 100%), and Shelby (10, 100%) counties; and in the southeast, including Clay (2, 100%) and Lawrence (4, 100%) counties.

What Is the Demand for Support Personnel by Grade Band?

Results indicate that the hiring needs for support personnel differ by grade bands (Figure 4). The largest demand for support personnel comes from elementary schools, with the highest number of
posted positions and un/underfilled positions for SLP (235 - total number of posted positions in bold, 73 - total number of un/underfilled positions in italics), social worker (231, 67), psychologist (120, 57), and nurse (146, 50). The highest percentage of un/underfilled positions is found for psychologists at the elementary and middle school levels, at 48% and 50% respectively. Subsequently, the percentage of un/underfilled SLP positions for all grade levels is also high at 31% for elementary, 43% for middle, and 36% for high school.

In general, the percentage of un/underfilled positions across all support personnel areas within grade bands is substantial, ranging from 15% to 50%. These high percentages of un/underfilled positions indicate that schools across grade bands are struggling to fill open support personnel positions with qualified hires, but to varying degrees.

**Figure 4.** Total number and percentage of support personnel positions reported un/underfilled compared to number and percentage of qualified hires by grade band.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Band</th>
<th>SLP</th>
<th>Social Worker</th>
<th>Psychologist</th>
<th>Nurse</th>
<th>Counselor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>31%, 73</td>
<td>29%, 67</td>
<td>48%, 57</td>
<td>34%, 50</td>
<td>21%, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>43%, 35</td>
<td>50%, 34</td>
<td>17%, 19</td>
<td>28%, 19</td>
<td>15%, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>36%, 17</td>
<td>34%, 16</td>
<td>23%, 25</td>
<td>28%, 19</td>
<td>17%, 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figure 4 is arranged in descending order of number of support personnel positions reported un/underfilled within each grade band.

**What Is the Breakdown of Hiring Methods for Un/Underfilled Support Personnel Positions?**

The Educator Shortage Survey captures detailed information about the different hiring methods districts used to address un/underfilled support personnel positions (Figure 5), which include staffing an under-qualified hire, a substitute hire, an outsourced hire (these three methods are subsumed under the category of underfilled positions in this report), or leaving the position vacant (i.e., an unfilled position).
We highlight several key findings. First, the amounts of unfilled positions for all support personnel areas are concerning, ranging from 18 to 47 for total number and from 35% to 45% for percentage of unfilled positions. Second, with the exception of counselor, the amount of outsourced positions is considerable across all support personnel areas: nurse (39 - total number outsourced, 48% - percentage outsourced), school psychologist (60, 56%), social worker (38, 34%), and SLP (74, 59%). Moreover, the proportion of outsourced positions, as compared to each of the remaining un/underfilled options, is the largest for SLP (59%), psychologist (56%), and nurse (48%).

We note that the levels of outsourcing for support personnel are significantly higher than the levels found for outsourcing teachers. To illustrate, approximately 46% of un/underfilled support personnel positions (213 outsourced positions of 464 un/underfilled positions)—across all five areas—were outsourced for the 2021-22 AY. By comparison, only 7% of un/underfilled teacher positions (97 outsourced positions of 1,376 un/underfilled positions)—across all content areas—were outsourced for the same AY. One possible explanation for the higher number of outsourced support personnel is that they may provide special education services that are mandated by state and federal laws. In other words, if districts and schools are unable to hire the adequate support personnel required to meet the special education needs of their students, then administrators often turn to outsourcing to fulfill state and federal obligations. Another possibility is that districts and schools may have more outsourcing options for support personnel compared to teachers.

The means by which schools outsource support personnel can include working with (1) third-party staffing agencies, which are private companies that manage employee recruitment, hiring, payroll, and benefits, among other responsibilities; (2) special education joint agreements, which are cooperatives formed by multiple school districts that provide the participating districts’ students access to specialized programs and services; (3) and local mental health facilities, which may extend their services to surrounding schools. Outsourcing, at times, may end up costing districts and schools more money than contracting with support personnel directly. For example, a superintendent of a rural school district said that the costs associated with outsourcing a social worker are higher than the costs would be if the social worker were hired directly (e.g., $241 per day when hiring in-house vs. $358 per day when outsourcing, representing a nearly 49% increase).

**Figure 5. Support personnel shortages by proportion of un/underfilled hiring method.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unfilled Positions</th>
<th>Under-qualified Hires</th>
<th>Substitute/Interim Hires</th>
<th>Outsourced Hires</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counselor</strong></td>
<td>45%, 18</td>
<td>38%, 15</td>
<td>13%, 5</td>
<td>5%, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nurse</strong></td>
<td>37%, 30</td>
<td>10%, 8</td>
<td>5%, 4</td>
<td>48%, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychologist</strong></td>
<td>41%, 44</td>
<td>3%, 3</td>
<td>56%, 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Worker</strong></td>
<td>42%, 47</td>
<td>21%, 23</td>
<td>3%, 3</td>
<td>34%, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SLP</strong></td>
<td>35%, 44</td>
<td>5%, 6</td>
<td>59%, 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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CONCLUSION

Results from the annual IARSS Educator Shortage Survey reveal acute and persistent support personnel shortages, as districts across the state reported challenges staffing open counselor, nurse, psychologist, social worker, and SLP positions. Though shortages exist across all five specialization areas, districts, and schools exceedingly need qualified SLPs, psychologists, social workers, and nurses.

Support Personnel Shortages by Geographic Region

Geographic analyses of shortage severity indicate that urban districts have higher numbers of un/underfilled support personnel positions, whereas rural districts tend to have larger percentages of un/underfilled positions. Although urban districts dictate a higher demand, due in part to serving larger student populations, they are generally able to fill greater proportions of their open support personnel positions than rural districts. It is important to understand that both types of districts are struggling to hire qualified support personnel, just in varying capacities.

Support Personnel Shortages by Grade Band

Grade-band analyses show that the highest overall demand for support personnel comes from elementary schools, and it is driven by large shortages in the areas of SLP, social worker, psychologist, and nurse. For all grade bands, however, the percentage of un/underfilled positions is substantial across all areas, reiterating the fact that districts and schools are struggling to fill open support personnel positions with qualified hires. This finding is especially salient for school psychologist positions at the elementary and middle school levels and for SLP positions at all grade levels.

Addressing Unfilled Support Personnel Positions

The numbers and percentages of open support personnel positions that remain unfilled, or vacant, are troubling. The repercussions of these vacancies can result in diminished student access to vital support personnel during a time when—due to the pandemic—students may need these specialists the most. Just as with teacher shortages, targeted strategies are needed to boost the supply of support personnel in specializations and geographic regions with deep shortages, as many of these shortages impact students who represent historically marginalized communities. For specific short- and long-term policy recommendations developed by IARSS, please refer to the 2021 Educator Shortage Report.
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